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Bear markets plunge, bull markets pause.  2017’s normal behavior. 
  

2017 has given us plenty of “ugly” charts to look at, after the startling Election Rally ran out of steam in 
January.  (“Ugly,” of course, means “We lost money—for the moment.”)  ConocoPhillips has fallen 11%, 
pretty much in lockstep with the price of oil, which is down almost 14%.  
  

2017:  Conoco and the Price of Oil 

 
  

Conoco has plenty of company, of course, with the same energy and commodity-related companies which 
rode a rocket upward in 2016—to the surprise of many experts and investors—sharing Conoco’s 
weakness as oil (and some commodity) prices dipped sharply so far this year.  The crowd of those energy 
and commodity victims (like Caterpillar, Kinder Morgan, Enterprise Products among many others) has 
been big enough to slow the whole market from its brisk trot to a standstill, lately. 
  
That means it’s exactly the right time to ask, “What’s the Big Picture?” 
  
For that, let’s back up far enough to look at the whole market since 2015. 



 
  

Let’s glance at the market roller coaster from July, 2015 as it rocketed up and plunged down, finally, to 
January, 2016 (where our cliff-diving arrow ends.)  During those 6 months the market lost about 14%, 
because energy and commodity-related companies were losing, oh, 30% to 70%.  (Our friend Conoco lost 
63%, as Outlook Capital Management noticed its awful fall and began buying.)  What we had, during those 
6 months, was a genuinely ugly Bear Market—for energy and commodity stocks—within a continuing Bull 
Market for stocks as a whole.  
  
Then, still scrutinizing the chart above, came the inevitable Bear Market bottom in early 2016—for our 
energy and commodity assets.  Conoco, for example, rose 63% before finally pausing as the New Year 
arrived.  The stock market rose 27% from its temporary bottom. 
  
That brings us to today, and the top chart again, with Conoco and oil down 10 – 15% . . .  while the overall 
market has taken the mildest pause, down 1% or so.  And now, finally, let’s look away from the fine-print 
charts and ask if there’s anything obvious to say about all this.  
  
Here’s Outlook’s answer.  “Energy and commodity companies and stocks were the objects of the stock 
market’s old-fashioned “fear and loathing” and were reduced to silly values by early 2016—which is 
what the market always does to whatever it is fearing and loathing this time around.  Fear and loathing 
always fade away, though—always.  When they do, the market crowd sees genuine bargains trading at 
give-away prices, and piles into them like Macy’s shoppers on Black Friday . . . until, one day, the crowd 
looks at how far and fast it’s climbed and says, “Let’s think this over,” which on Wall Street means “Sell 
now, think later.”   We long-term investors, of course, try to “think first, then act.”  At Outlook we think 
what really matters is not the first-ugly, then-pretty downs and ups in stock prices.  What matters is what 
those energy and commodity companies were actually doing, while the market crowd was indulging in 
fear and loathing.  And we know the answer:  they were acting with great speed and determination to 
lower their long-term costs of production; strengthen their financial positions by paying off debt and 
boosting free cash flow; and thereby create companies which would make more money at lower oil-and-
commodity price levels than ever before.  
  



That kind of payoff is never a flash in the pan, but a long-lasting fire in the engine boiler.  The payoff has 
hardly even begun, and it will last quite a long time.  The market crowd, having sold in a flash as always, 
will return and buy in a flash . . . and doubtless repeat the process more than once before this energy-
and-commodity Bull Market reaches its end.  We’ll make more money our way:  holding, and buying more 
when the market hands us the chance. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss. 
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